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The ideal conversion efficiency limit of multi-junction (MJ) tandem solar cell (
sc ) had been theoretically 

formulated as an efficiency reference via detailed balance principle [1]. In order to provide a reliable reference 

for the realistic design, in our previous works, we had theoretically analyzed the dependence of 
sc  and the 

optimized sub-cell band-gap energies on the geometric mean (
*

inty ) of the individual sub-cell internal 

luminescence quantum yield ( inty ), which characterizes material quality of each sub-cell in a tandem structure 

[2]. Recently, we have developed a useful method for diagnosing MJ tandem solar cells based on the 

measurements of the absolute electroluminescence (EL) quantum yields (
LED

exty ) of individual sub-cells and the 

evaluation of the external luminescence yields ( exty ) [3, 4].  

In this work, we extend our analysis method and quantify inty  from the measured exty  to investigate the 

influence of material quality of each sub-cell on sc . Fig. 1(a) shows quantified inty  of three sub-cells and 

their 
*

inty  of a space InGaP/GaAs/Ge 3-junction tandem solar cell as a function of the injection current in LED 

( 𝐽𝐿𝐸𝐷 ) and solar-cells ( 𝐽𝑆𝐶 ) operations, which are strongly 

dependent on the current density. The inty  of top-, middle-, 

bottom-cells and 
*

inty  at 𝐽𝑆𝐶= mJ  (maximum-power condition) 

are 1.4, 5.6, 0.3, and 1.2%, respectively, while those at 𝐽𝑆𝐶= 0 

(open-circuit condition) are 4.9, 55.9, 3.2, and 4.4%, respectively. 

We also evaluated sc  from the quantified 
*

inty  at mJ  (the 

pink cross) and compare it with the theoretical estimation of sc  

for two typical 
*

inty  cases, shown as Fig. 1 (b), showing a good 

agreement with conclusions of our previous work [2]. The 

maximum sc  of 28.7% was obtained at 
*

inty =1.2% and mJ

=-16.6 mA/cm2, which is close to the experimental sc  of 27.4%. 

It reveals that this experimental method to quantify each sub-cell 

inty  is feasible and reliable. 

Fig. 1 (a) Quantifed inty  as a function of the injection current in LED and SC operations. (b) sc  as functions of 
*

inty  
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